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Abstract. In this invited contribution [7], we summarize new solution
concepts useful for the synthesis of reactive systems that we have intro-
duced in several recent publications. These solution concepts are devel-
oped in the context of non-zero sum games played on graphs. They are
part of the contributions obtained in the inVEST project funded by the
European Research Council.
1 Introduction
Reactive systems are computer systems that maintain a continuous interaction
with the environment in which they operate. They usually exhibit characteristics,
like real-time constraints, concurrency, parallelism, etc., that make them difficult
to develop correctly. Therefore, formal techniques using mathematical models
have been advocated to help to their systematic design.
One well-studied formal technique ismodel checking [21,40,2] which compares
a model of a system with its specification. The main objective of this technique
is to find design errors early in the development cycle. So model-checking can be
considered as a sophisticated debugging method. A scientifically more challeng-
ing goal, called synthesis, is to design algorithms that, given a specification for a
reactive system and a model of its environment, directly synthesize a correct sys-
tem, i.e., a system that enforces the specification no matter how the environment
behaves.
Synthesis can take different forms: from computing optimal values of parame-
ters to the full-blown automatic synthesis of finite-state machine descriptions for
components of the reactive system. The main mathematical models proposed for
the synthesis problem are based on two-player zero-sum games played on graphs
and the main solution concept for those games is the notion of winning strategy.
This model encompasses the situation where a monolithic controller has to be
designed to interact with a monolithic environment that is supposed to be fully
⋆ Work supported by the ERC starting grant inVEST (FP7-279499), G.A. Pe´rez is
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antagonistic. In the sequel, we call the two players Eve and Adam, Eve plays the
role of the system and Adam plays the role of the environment.
A fully antagonistic environment is most often a bold abstraction of reality:
the environment usually has its own goal which, in general, does not correspond
to that of falsifying the specification of the reactive system. Nevertheless, this
abstraction is popular because it is simple and sound: a winning strategy against
an antagonistic environment is winning against any environment that pursues
its own objective. However this approach may fail to find a winning strategy
even if solutions exist when the objective of the environment are taken into
account, or it may produce sub-optimal solutions because they are overcautious
and do not exploit the fact the the environment has its own objective. In several
recent works, we have introduced new solution concepts for synthesis of reactive
systems that take the objective of the environment into account or relax the
fully adversarial assumption.
Assume admissible synthesis In [8], we proposed a novel notion of synthesis
where the objective of the environment can be captured using the concept of
admissible strategies [5,3,9]. For a player with objective φ, a strategy σ is dom-
inated by σ′ if σ′ does as well as σ w.r.t. φ against all strategies of the other
players, and better for some of those strategies. A strategy σ is admissible if it
is not dominated by another strategy. We use this notion to derive a meaningful
notion to synthesize systems with several players, with the following idea. Only
admissible strategies should be played by rational players as dominated strate-
gies are clearly sub-optimal options. In assume-admissible synthesis, we make the
assumption that both players play admissible strategies. Then, when synthesiz-
ing a controller, we search for an admissible strategy that is winning against all
admissible strategies of the environment. Assume admissible synthesis is sound:
if both players choose strategies that are winning against admissible strategies
of the other player, the objectives of both players will be satisfied.
Regret minimization: best-responses as yardstick In [33] we studied
strategies for Eve which minimize her regret. The regret of a strategy σ of Eve
corresponds to the difference between the value Eve achieves by playing σ against
Adam and the value she could have ensured if she had known the strategy of
Adam in advance. Regret is not a novel concept in game theory see, e.g., [31], but
it was not explicitly used for games played on graphs before [29]. The complexity
of deciding whether a regret-minimizing strategy for Eve exists, and the mem-
ory requirements for such strategies change depending on what type of behavior
Adam can use. We have focused on three particular cases: arbitrary behaviors,
positional behaviors, and time-dependent behaviors (otherwise known as obliv-
ious environments). The latter class of regret games was shown in [33] to be
related to the problem of determining whether an automaton has a certain form
of determinism.
Games with an expected adversary In [13,12,22], we combined the clas-
sical formalism of two-player zero-sum games (where the environment is con-
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sidered to be completely antagonistic) with Markov decision processes (MDPs),
a well-known model for decision-making inside a stochastic environment. The
motivation is that one has often a good idea of the expected behavior (i.e.,
average-case) of the environment represented as a stochastic model based on
statistical data such as the frequency of requests for a computer server, the av-
erage traffic in a town, etc. In this case, it makes sense to look for strategies
that will maximize the expected performance of the system. This is the tradi-
tional approach for MDPs, but it gives no guarantee at all if the environment
deviates from its expected behavior, which can happen, for example, if events
with small probability happen, or if the statistical data upon which probabilities
are estimated is noisy or unreliable. On the other hand, two-player zero-sum
games lead to strategies guaranteeing a worst-case performance no matter how
the environment behaves—however such strategies may be far from optimal
against the expected behavior of the environment. With our new framework of
beyond worst-case synthesis, we provide formal grounds to synthesize strategies
that both guarantee some minimal performance against any adversary and pro-
vide an higher expected performance against a given expected behavior of the
environment—thus essentially combining the two traditional standpoints from
games and MDPs.
Structure of the paper Section 2 recalls preliminaries about games played on
graphs while Section 3 recalls the classical setting of zero-sum two player games.
Section 4 summarizes our recent works on the use of the notion of admissibility
for synthesis of reactive systems. Section 5 summarizes our recent results on
regret minimization for reactive synthesis. Section 6 summarizes our recent con-
tributions on the synthesis of strategies that ensure good expected performance
together with guarantees against their worst-case behaviors.
2 Preliminaries
We consider two-player turn-based games played on finite (weighted) graphs.
Such games are played on so-called weighted game arenas.
Definition 1 (Weighted Game Arena). A (turn-based) two-player weighted
game arena is a tuple A = 〈S∃, S∀,E, sinit,w〉 where:
– S∃ is the finite set of states owned by Eve, S∀ is the finite set of states owned
by Adam, S∃ ∩ S∀ = ∅ and we denote S∃ ∪ S∀ by S.
– E ⊆ S × S is a set of edges, we say that E is total whenever for all states
s ∈ S, there exists s′ ∈ S such that (s, s′) ∈ E (we often assume this w.l.o.g.).
– sinit ∈ S is the initial state.
– w : E→ Z is the weight function that assigns an integer weight to each edge.
We do not always use the weight function defined on the edges of the weighted
game arena and in these cases we simply omit it.
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Unless otherwise stated, we consider for the rest of the paper a fixed weighted
game arena A = 〈S∃, S∀,E, sinit,w〉.
A play in the arena A is an infinite sequence of states pi = s0s1 . . . sn . . . such
that for all i ≥ 0, (si, si+1) ∈ E. A play pi = s0s1 . . . is initial when s0 = sinit.
We denote by Plays(A) the set of plays in the arena A, and by InitPlays(A) its
subset of initial plays.
A history ρ is a finite sequence of states which is a prefix of a play in A. We
denote by Pref(A) the set of histories in A, and the set of prefixes of initial plays
is denoted by InitPref(A). Given an infinite sequence of states pi, and two finite
sequences of states ρ1, ρ2, we write ρ1 < pi if ρ1 is a prefix of pi, and ρ2 ≤ ρ1 if
ρ2 is a prefix of ρ1. For a history ρ = s0s1 . . . sn, we denote by last(ρ) its last
state sn, and for all i, j, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, by ρ(i..j) the infix of ρ between position
i and position j, i.e., ρ(i..j) = sisi+1 . . . sj , and by ρ(i) the position i of ρ, i.e.,
ρ(i) = si. The set of histories that belong to Eve, noted Pref∃(A) is the subset
of histories ρ ∈ Pref(A) such that last(ρ) ∈ S∃, and the set of histories that
belong to Adam, noted Pref∀(A) is the subset of histories ρ ∈ Pref(A) such that
last(ρ) ∈ S∀.
Definition 2 (Strategy). A strategy for Eve in the arena A is a function
σ∃ : Pref∃(A) → S such that for all ρ ∈ Pref∃(A), (last(ρ), σ∃(ρ)) ∈ E, i.e., it
assigns to each history of A that belongs to Eve a state which is a E-successor of
the last state of the history. Symmetrically, a strategy for Adam in the arena A is
a function σ∀ : Pref∀(A)→ S such that for all ρ ∈ Pref∀(A), (last(ρ), σ∀(ρ)) ∈ E.
The set of strategies for Eve is denoted by Σ∃ and the set of strategies of Adam
by Σ∀.
When we want to refer to a strategy of Eve or Adam, we write it σ. We denote
by Dom(σ) the domain of definition of the strategy σ, i.e., for all strategies σ of
Eve (resp. Adam), Dom(σ) = Pref∃(A) (resp. Dom(σ) = Pref∀(A)).
A play pi = s0s1 . . . sn . . . is compatible with a strategy σ if for all i ≥ 0
such that pi(0..i) ∈ Dom(σ), we have that si+1 = σ(ρ(0..i)). We denote by
Outcomes(σ) the set of plays that start in s and are compatible with the strategy
σ. Given a strategy σ∃ for Eve and a strategy σ∀ for Adam, and a state s, we
write Outcomes(σ∃, σ∀) the unique play that starts in s and which is compatible
both with σ∃ and σ∀.
A strategy σ is memoryless when for all histories ρ1, ρ2 ∈ Dom(σ), if we
have that last(ρ1) = last(ρ2) then σ(ρ1) = σ(ρ2), i.e., memoryless strategies
only depend on the last state of the history and so they can be seen as (partial)
functions from S to S. ΣML∃ and Σ
ML
∀ denotes memoryless strategies of Eve and of
Adam, respectively. A strategy σ is finite-memory if there exists an equivalence
relation ∼⊆ Dom(σ) × Dom(σ) of finite index such that for all histories ρ1, ρ2
such that ρ1 ∼ ρ2, we have that σ(ρ1) = σ(ρ2). If the relation ∼ is regular
(computable by a finite state machine) then the finite memory strategy can be
modeled by a finite state transducer (a so-called Moore or Mealy machine). If
a strategy is encoded by a machine with m states, we say that it has memory
size m.
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An objective Win ⊆ Plays(A) is a subset of plays. A strategy σ is winning
from state s if Outcomes(σ) ⊆Win. We will consider both qualitative objectives,
that do not depend on the weight function of the game arena, and quantitative
objectives that depend on the weight function of the game arena.
Our qualitative objectives are defined with Muller conditions (which are a
canonical way to represent all the regular sets of plays). Let pi ∈ Sω, be a play,
then inf(pi) = {s ∈ S | ∀i · ∃j ≥ i ≥ 0 : pi(j) = s} is the subset of elements of S
that occur infinitely often along pi. A Muller objective for a game arena A is a
defined by a set of sets of states F and contains the plays {pi ∈ Sω | inf(pi) ∈ F}.
We sometimes take the liberty to define such regular sets using standard LTL
syntax. For a formal definition of the syntax and semantics of LTL, we refer the
interested reader to [2].
We associate, to each play pi, an infinite sequence of weights, denoted w(pi),
and defined as follows:
w(pi) = w(pi(0), pi(1))w(pi(1), pi(2)) . . .w(pi(i), pi(i + 1)) · · · ∈ Zω.
To assign a value Val(pi) to a play pi, we classically use functions like sup
(that returns the supremum of the values along the play), inf (that returns the
infimum), limsup (that returns the limit superior), liminf (that returns the limit
inferior),MP (that returns the limit of the average of the weights along the play),
or dSum (that returns the discounted sum of the weights along the play). We
only define the mean-payoff measure formally.
Let ρ = s0s1 . . . sn be s.t. (si, si+1) ∈ E for all i, 0 ≤ i < n, the mean-payoff
of this sequence of edges is
MP(ρ) =
1
n
·
i=n−1∑
i=0
w(ρ(i), ρ(i + 1)),
i.e., the mean-value of the weights of the edges traversed by the finite sequence
ρ. The mean-payoff of an (infinite) play pi, denoted MP(pi), is a real number
defined from the sequence of weights w(pi) as follows:
MP(pi) = lim inf
n→+∞
1
n
·
i=n−1∑
i=0
w(pi(i), pi(i + 1)),
i.e., MP(pi) is the limit inferior of running averages of weights seen along the play
pi. Note that we need to use lim inf because the value of the running averages of
weights may oscillate along pi, and so the limit is not guaranteed to exist.
A game is defined by a (weighted) game arena, and objectives for Eve and
Adam.
Definition 3 (Game). A game G = (A,Win∃,Win∀) is defined by a game arena
A, an objective Win∃ for Eve, and an objective Win∀ for Adam.
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3 Classical Zero-Sum Setting
In zero sum games, players have antagonistic objectives.
Definition 4. A game G = (A,Win∃,Win∀) is zero-sum if Win∀ = Plays\Win∃.
1234 5
Fig. 1. An example of a two-player game arena. Rounded positions belong to Eve, and
squared positions belong to Adam.
Example 1. Let us consider the example of Fig. 1. Assume that the objective of
Eve is to visit 4 infinitely often, i.e., Win∃ = {pi ∈ Plays | pi |= ♦4}, and that
the objective of Adam is Win∀ = Plays \Win∃. Then it should be clear that Eve
does not have a strategy that enforces a play in Win∃ no matter what Adam
plays. Indeed, if Adam always chooses to stay at state 2, there is no way for Eve
to visit 4 at all.
As we already said, zero-sum games are usually a bold abstraction of reality.
This is because the system to synthesize usually interacts with an environment
that has its own objective, and this objective is not necessarily the complement of
the objective of the system. A classical way to handle this situation (see e.g., [4])
is to ask the system to win only when the environment meets its own objective.
Definition 5 (Win-Hyp). Let G = (A,Win∃,Win∀) be a game, Eve achieves
Win∃ from state s under hypothesis Win∀ if there exists σ∃ such that
Outcomes(σ∃) ⊆Win∃ ∪Win∀.
The synthesis rule in the definition above is called winning under hypothesis,
Win-Hyp for short.
Example 2. Let us consider the example of Fig. 1 again. But now assume that
the objective of Adam is to visit 3 infinitely often, i.e., Win∀ = {pi ∈ Plays | pi |=
♦3}. In this case, it should be clear then the strategy 1→ 2 and 3→ 4 for Eve
is winning for the objective
Win-Hyp
♦4∨♦3 = {pi ∈ Plays | pi |= ♦4} ∪ {pi ∈ Plays | pi |= ♦3}
i.e., under the hypothesis that the outcome satisfies the objective of Adam.
Unfortunately, there are strategies of Eve which are winning for the rule Win-
Hyp but which are not desirable. As an example, consider the strategy that in
1 chooses to go to 5. In that case, the objective of Adam is unmet and so this
strategy of Eve is winning for Win-Hyp
♦4∨♦3, but clearly such a strategy is
not interesting as it excludes the possibility to meet the objective of Eve.
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4 Assume Admissible Synthesis
To define the notion of admissible strategy, we first need to define when a strategy
σ is dominated by a strategy σ′. We will define the notion for Eve, the definition
for Adam is symmetric.
Let σ∃ and σ
′
∃ be two strategies of Eve in the game arena A. We say that σ
′
∃
dominates σ∃ if the following two conditions hold:
1. ∀σ∀ ∈ Σ∀ ·Outcomesinit(σ∃, σ∀) ∈Win∃ → Outcomesinit(σ
′
∃, σ∀) ∈Win∃
2. ∃σ∀ ∈ Σ∀ ·Outcomesinit(σ∃, σ∀) /∈Win∃ ∧Outcomesinit(σ
′
∃, σ∀) ∈Win∃
So a strategy σ∃ is dominated by σ
′
∃
if σ′
∃
does as well as σ∃ against any strategy
of Adam (condition 1), and there exists a strategy of Adam against which σ′∃
does better than σ∃ (condition 2).
Definition 6 (Admissible Strategy). A strategy is admissible if there does
not exist a strategy that dominates it.
Let G = (A,Win∃,Win∀) be a game, the set of admissible strategies for Eve
is noted Adm∃, and the set of admissible strategies for Adam is denoted Adm∀.
Clearly, a rational player should not play a dominated strategy as there
always exists some strategy that behaves strictly better than the dominated
strategy. So, a rational player only plays admissible strategies.
Example 3. Let us consider again the example of Fig. 1 with Win∃ = {pi ∈
Plays | pi |= ♦4} and Win∀ = {pi ∈ Plays | pi |= ♦3}. We claim that the
strategy σ∃ that plays 1→ 5 is not admissible in A from state 1. This is because
the strategy σ′
∃
that plays 1 → 2 and 4 → 3 dominates this strategy. Indeed,
while σ∃ is always losing for the objective of Eve, the strategy σ
′
∃ wins for this
objective whenever Adam eventually plays 2→ 3.
Definition 7 (AA). Let G = (A,Win∃,Win∀) be a game, Eve achieves Win∃
from s under the hypothesis that Adam plays admissible strategies if
∃σ∃ ∈ Adm∃ · ∀σ∀ ∈ Adm∀ · Outcomes(σ∃, σ∀) ∈ Win∃.
Example 4. Let us consider again the example of Fig. 1 withWin∃ = {pi ∈ Plays |
pi |= ♦4} and Win∀ = {pi ∈ Plays | pi |= ♦3}. We claim that the strategy σ∃
of Eve that plays 1 → 2 and 4 → 3 is admissible (see previous example) and
winning against all the admissible strategies of Adam. This is a consequence of
the fact that the strategy of Adam that always plays 2 → 2, and which is the
only counter strategy of Adam against σ∃, is not admissible. Indeed, this strategy
falsifies Win∀ while a strategy that always chooses 2→ 3 enforces the objective
of Adam.
Theorem 1 ([3,9,8]). For all games G = (A,Win∃,Win∀), if Win∃ and Win∀
are omega-regular sets of plays, then Adm∃ and Adm∀ are both non empty sets.
The problem of deciding if a game G = (A,Win∃,Win∀), where Win∃ and
Win∀ are omega-regular sets of plays expressed as Muller objectives, satisfies
∃σ∃ ∈ Adm∃ · ∀σ∀ ∈ Adm∀ ·Outcomes(σ∃, σ∀) ∈Win∃
is PSpace-complete.
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Additional Results. The assume-admissible setting we present here relies on
procedures for iterative elimination of dominated strategies for multiple players
which was studied in [3] on games played on graphs. In this context, dominated
strategies are repeatedly eliminated for each player. Thus, with respect to the
new set of strategies of its opponent, new strategies may become dominated,
and will therefore be eliminated, and so on until the process stabilizes. In [9], we
studied the algorithmic complexity of this problem and proved that for games
with Muller objectives, deciding whether all outcomes compatible with itera-
tively admissible strategy profiles satisfy an omega-regular objective defined by
a Muller condition is PSpace-complete and in UP∩coUP for the special case
of Bu¨chi objectives.
The assume-admissible rule introduced in [8] is also defined for multiple play-
ers and corresponds, roughly, to the first iteration of the elimination procedure.
We additionally prove that if players have Bu¨chi objectives, then the rule can be
decided in polynomial-time. One advantage of the assume-admissible rule is the
rectangularity of the solution set: the set of strategy profiles that witness the rule
can be written as a product of sets of strategies for each player. In particular,
this means that a strategy witnessing the rule can be chosen separately for each
player. Thus, the rule is robust in the sense that the players do not need to agree
on a strategy profile, but only on the admissibility assumption on each other. In
addition, we show in [8] that the rule is amenable to abstraction techniques: we
show how state-space abstractions can be used to check a sufficient condition for
assume-admissible, only doing computations on the abstract state space.
Related Works. The rule “winning under hypothesis” (Win-Hyp) and its weak-
nesses are discussed in [4]. We have illustrated the limitations of this rule in
Example 2.
There are related works in the literature which propose concepts to model
systems composed of several parts, each having their own objectives. The solu-
tions that are proposed are based on n-players non-zero sum games. This is the
case both for assume-guarantee synthesis [18] (AG), and for rational synthesis [30]
(RS).
For the case of two player games, AG is based on the concept of secure equi-
libria [19] (SE), a refinement of Nash equilibria [38] (NE). In SE, objectives of the
players are lexicographic: each player first tries to force his own objective, and
then tries to falsify the objectives of the other players. It was shown in [19] that
SE are the NE that form enforceable contracts between the two players. When
the AG rule is extended to several players, as in [18], it no longer corresponds to
secure equilibria. We gave a direct algorithm for multiple players in [8]. The dif-
ference between AG and SE is that AG strategies have to be resilient to deviations
of all the other players, while SE profiles have to be resilient to deviations by
only one player. A variant of the rule AG, called Doomsday equilibria, has been
proposed in [15]. We have also studied quantitative extensions of the notion of
secure equilibria in [14].
In the context of infinite games played on graphs, one well known limita-
tion of NE is the existence of non-credible threats. Refinements of the notion of
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NE, like sub-game perfect equilibria (SPE), have been proposed to overcome this
limitation. SPE for games played on graphs have been studied in e.g., [43,10].
Admissibility does not suffer from this limitation.
In RS, the system is assumed to be monolithic and the environment is made
of several components that are only partially controllable. In RS, we search for
a profile of strategies in which the system forces its objective and the players
that model the environment are given an “acceptable” strategy profile, from
which it is assumed that they will not deviate. “Acceptable” can be formalized
by any solution concept, e.g., by NE, dominant strategies, or sub-game perfect
equilibria. This is the existential flavor of RS. More recently, Kupferman et al.
have proposed in [35] a universal variant of this rule. In this variant, we search
for a strategy of the system such that in all strategy profiles that extend this
strategy for the system and that are NE, the outcome of the game satisfies the
specification of the system.
In [26], Faella studies several alternatives to the notion of winning strategy
including the notion of admissible strategy. His work is for two-players but only
the objective of one player is taken into account, the objective of the other player
is left unspecified. In that work, the notion of admissibility is used to define a
notion of best-effort in synthesis.
The notion of admissible strategy is definable in strategy logics [20,37] and
decision problems related to the assume-admissible rule can be reduced to satis-
fiability queries in such logics. This reduction does not lead to worst-case optimal
algorithms; we presented worst-case optimal algorithms in [8] based on our pre-
vious work [9].
5 Regret Minimization
In the previous section, we have shown how the notion of admissible strategy can
be used to relax the classical worst-case hypothesis made on the environment.
In this section, we review another way to relax this worst-case hypothesis.
The idea is simple and intuitive. When looking for a strategy, instead of trying
to find a strategy which is worst-case optimal, we search for a strategy that takes
best-responses (against the behavior of the environment) as a yardstick. That is,
we would like to find a strategy that behaves “not far” from an optimal response
to the strategy of the environment—when the latter is fixed. The notion of
regret minimization is naturally defined in a quantitative setting (although it
also makes sense in a Boolean setting).
Let us now formally define the notion of regret associated to a strategy of
Eve. This definition is parameterized by a set of strategies for Adam.
Definition 8 (Relative Regret). Let A = 〈S∃, S∀,E, sinit,w〉 be a weighted
game arena, let σ∃ be a strategy of Eve, the regret of this strategy relative to a
set of strategies Str∀ ⊆ Σ∀ is defined as follows:
Reg(σ∃, Str∀) = sup
σ∀∈Str∀
sup
σ′
∃
∈Σ∃
Val(σ∀, σ
′
∃)− Val(σ∀, σ∃).
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We interpret the sub-expression supσ′
∃
∈Σ∃
Val(σ∀, σ
′
∃
) as the best-response of
Eve against σ∀. Then, the relative regret of a strategy of Eve can be seen as the
supremum of the differences between the value achieved by σ∃ against a strategy
of Adam and the value achieved by the corresponding best-response.
We are now equipped to formally define the problem under study, which is
parameterized by payoff function Val(·) and a set Str∀ of strategies of Adam.
Definition 9 (Regret Minimization). Given a weighted game arena A and
a rational threshold r, decide if there exists a strategy σ∃ for Eve such that
Reg(σ∃, Str∀) ≤ r
and synthesize such a strategy if one exists.
In [33], we have considered several types of strategies for Adam: the set Σ∀,
i.e., any strategy, the set ΣML∀ , i.e., memoryless strategies for Adam, and the set
ΣW
∀
, i.e., word strategies for Adam.6 We will illustrate each of these cases on
examples below.
Example 5. Let us consider the weighted game arena of Fig. 2, and let us assume
that we want to synthesize a strategy for Eve that minimizes her mean-payoff
regret against Adam playing a memoryless strategy. The memoryless restriction
is useful when designing a system that needs to perform well in an environ-
ment which is only partially known. In practice, a controller may discover the
environment with which it is interacting during run-time. Such a situation can
be modeled by an arena in which choices in nodes of the environment model
an entire family of environments and each memoryless strategy models a spe-
cific environment of the family. In such cases, if we want to design a controller
that performs reasonably well against all the possible environments, we can con-
sider each best-response of Eve for each environment and then try to choose one
unique strategy for Eve that minimizes the difference in performance w.r.t. those
best-responses: a regret-minimizing strategy.
1 2 31
6
0 0
0 0
Fig. 2. An example of a two-player game arena with MP objective for Eve. Rounded
positions belong to Eve, and squared positions belong to Adam.
6 To define word strategies, it is convenient to consider game arenas where edges have
labels called letters. In that case, when playing a word strategy, Adam commits to
a sequence of letters (i.e., a word) and plays that word regardless of the exact state
of the game. Word strategies are formally defined in [33] and below.
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In our example, prior to a first visit to state 3, we do not know if the edge
3 → 2 or the edge 3 → 1 will be activated by Adam. But as Adam is bound to
play a memoryless strategy, once he has chosen one of the two edges, we know
that he will stick to this choice.
A regret-minimizing strategy in this example is as follows: play 1→ 2, then
2→ 3, if Adam plays 3→ 2, then play 2→ 1 and then 1→ 1 forever, otherwise
Adam plays 3 → 1 and then Eve should continue to play 1 → 2 and 2 → 3
forever. This strategy has regret 0. Note that this strategy uses memory and
that there is no memoryless strategy of Eve with regret 0 in this game.
Let us now illustrate the interest of the notion of regret minimization when
Adam plays word strategies. When considering this restriction, it is convenient
to consider letters that label the edges of the graph (Fig. 3). A word strategy
for Adam is a function w : N → {a, b}. In this setting Adam plays a sequence
of letters and this sequence is independent of the current state of the game.
We have shown in [33] that the notion of regret minimization relative to word
strategies is a generalization of the notion of good-for-games automata introduced
by Henzinger and Piterman in [32].
12 3
a, b2 a, b 0
b 1 b2
a 3 a9
Fig. 3. An example of a two-player game arena with MP objective for Eve. Edges are
annotated by letters: Adam chooses a word w and Eve resolves the non-determinism
on edges.
Example 6. In this example, a strategy of Eve determines how to resolve non-
determinism in state 1. The best strategy of Eve for mean-payoff regret minimiza-
tion is to always take the edge 1 → 3. Indeed, let us consider all the sequences
of two letters that Adam can choose and compute the regret of choosing 1 → 2
(left) and the regret of choosing 1→ 3 (right):
– ∗a with ∗ ∈ {a, b}, the regret of left is equal to 0, and the regret of right is
5−3
2 = 1.
– ∗b with ∗ ∈ {a, b}, the regret of left is equal to 9−32 = 3, and the regret of
right is 0.
So the strategy that minimizes the regret of Eve is to always take the arrow
1→ 3 (right), the regret is then equal to 1.
In [33], we have studied the complexity of deciding the existence of strategies
for Eve that have less than a given regret threshold. The results that we have
obtained are summarized in the theorem below.
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Theorem 2 ([33]). Let A = 〈S∃, S∀,E, sinit,w〉 be a weighted game arena, the
complexity of deciding if Eve has a strategy with regret less than or equal to a
threshold r ∈ Q against Adam playing:
– a strategy in Σ∀, is PTime-Complete for payoff functions inf, sup, liminf,
limsup, and in NP∩coNP for MP.
– a strategy in ΣML∀ , is in PSpace for payoff functions inf, sup, liminf, limsup,
and MP, and is coNP-Hard for inf, sup, limsup, and PSpace-Hard for
liminf, and MP.
– a strategy in ΣW
∀
, is ExpTime-Complete for payoff functions inf, sup,
liminf, limsup, and undecidable for MP.
The above results are obtained by reducing the synthesis of regret-minimizing
strategies to finding winning strategies in classical games. For instance, a strategy
for Eve that minimizes regret against ΣML∀ for the mean-payoff measure corre-
sponds to finding a winning strategy in a mean-payoff game played on a larger
game arena which encodes the witnessed choices of Adam and forces him to play
positionally. When minimizing regret against word strategies, for the decidable
cases the reduction is done to parity games and is based on the quantitative
simulation games defined in [16].
Additional Results. Since synthesis of regret-minimizing strategies against word
strategies of Adam is undecidable with measure MP, we have considered the
sub-case which limits the amount of memory the desired controller can use (as
in [1]). That is, we ask whether there exists a strategy of Eve which uses at most
memory m and ensures regret at most r. In [33] we showed that this problem is
in NTime(m2|A|2) for MP.
Theorem 3 ([33]). Let A = 〈S∃, S∀,E, sinit,w〉 be a weighted game arena, the
complexity of deciding if Eve has a strategy using memory of at most m with
regret less than or equal to a threshold λ ∈ Q against Adam playing a strategy
in ΣW
∀
, is in non-deterministic polynomial time w.r.t. m and |A| for inf, sup,
liminf, limsup, and MP.
Finally, we have established the equivalence of a quantitative extension of
the notion of good-for-games automata [32] with determinization-by-pruning of
the refinement of an automaton [1] and our regret games against word strategies
of Adam. Before we can formally state these results, some definitions are needed.
Definition 10 (Weighted Automata). A finite weighted automaton is a tuple
〈Q, qinit, A,∆,w〉 where: Q is a finite set of states, qinit ∈ Q is the initial state,
A is a finite alphabet of actions or symbols, ∆ ⊆ Q × A × Q is the transition
relation, and w : ∆→ Z is the weight function.
A run of an automaton on a word a ∈ Aω is an infinite sequence of transitions
ρ = (q0, a0, q1)(q1, a1, q2) · · · ∈ ∆ω such that q0 = qinit and ai = a(i) for all i ≥ 0.
As with plays in a game, each run is assigned a value with a payoff function
Val(·). A weighted automaton M defines a function Aω → R by assigning to
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a ∈ Aω the supremum over all the values of its runs on a. The automaton is said
to be deterministic if for all q ∈ Q and x ∈ Aω the set {q′ ∈ Q | (q, x, q′) ∈ ∆}
is a singleton.
In [32], Henzinger and Piterman introduced the notion of good-for-games
automata. A non-deterministic automaton is good for solving games if it fairly
simulates the equivalent deterministic automaton.
Definition 11 (α-good-for-games). A finite weighted automaton M is α-
good-for-games if a player (Simulator), against any word x ∈ Aω spelled by
Spoiler, can resolve non-determinism in M so that the resulting run has value
v and M(x)− v ≤ α.
The above definition is a quantitative generalization of the notion proposed
in [32]. We link their class of automata with our regret games in the sequel.
Proposition 1 ([33]). A weighted automaton M = 〈Q, qinit, A,∆,w〉 is α-good-
for-games if and only if there exists a strategy σ∃ for Eve with relative regret of
at most α against strategies ΣW
∀
of Adam.
Our definitions also suggest a natural notion of approximate determiniza-
tion for weighted automata on infinite words. This is related to recent work by
Aminof et al.: in [1], they introduce the notion of approximate-determinization-
by-pruning for weighted sum automata over finite words. For α ∈ (0, 1], a
weighted sum automaton is α-determinizable-by-pruning if there exists a finite
state strategy to resolve non-determinism and that constructs a run whose value
is at least α times the value of the maximal run of the given word. So, they con-
sider a notion of approximation which is a ratio. Let us introduce some additional
definitions required to formalize the notion of determinizable-by-pruning.
Consider two weighted automata M = 〈Q, qinit, A,∆,w〉 and M′ =
〈Q′, q′init, A,∆
′,w′〉. We say that M′ α-approximates M if |M(x)−M′(x)| ≤ α,
for all x ∈ Aω. We say that M embodies M′ if Q′ ⊆ Q, ∆′ ⊆ ∆, and w′ agrees
with w on ∆′. For an integer k ≥ 0, the k-refinement of M is the automaton
obtained by refining the state-space of M using k boolean variables.
Definition 12 ((α, k)-determinizable-by-pruning). A finite weighted auto-
matonM is (α, k)-determinizable-by-pruning if the k-refinement ofM embodies
a deterministic automaton which α-approximates M.
We show in [33] that when Adam plays word strategies only, our notion of
regret defines a notion of approximation with respect to the difference metric
for weighted automata (as defined above).
Proposition 2 ([33]). A weighted automaton M = 〈Q, qinit, A,∆,w〉 is α-
determinizable-by-pruning if and only if there exists a strategy σ∃ for Eve using
memory at most 2m with relative regret of at most α against strategies ΣW∀ of
Adam.
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Related Works The notion of regret minimization is important in game and
decision theory, see e.g., [46] and additional bibliographical pointers there. The
concept of iterated regret minimization has been recently proposed by Halpern
et al. for non-zero sum games [31]. In [29], the concept is applied to games played
on weighted graphs with shortest path objectives. Variants on the different sets
of strategies considered for Adam were not considered there.
In [24], Damm and Finkbeiner introduce the notion of remorse-free strate-
gies. The notion is introduced in order to define a notion of best-effort strategy
when winning strategies do not exist. Remorse-free strategies are exactly the
strategies which minimize regret in games with ω-regular objectives in which
the environment (Adam) is playing word strategies only. The authors of [24] do
not establish lower bounds on the complexity of the realizability and synthesis
problems for remorse-free strategies.
A concept equivalent to good-for-games automata is that of history-
determinism [23]. Proposition 1 thus allows us to generalize history-determinism
to a quantitative setting via this relationship with good-for-games automata.
Finally, we would like to highlight some differences between our work and the
study of Aminof et al. in [1] on determinization-by-pruning. First, we consider
infinite words while they consider finite words. Second, we study a general notion
of regret minimization problem in which Eve can use any strategy while they
restrict their study to fixed memory strategies only and leave the problem open
when the memory is not fixed a priori.
6 Game Arenas with Expected Adversary
In the two previous sections we have relaxed the worst-case hypothesis on the
environment (modeled by the behavior of Adam) by either considering an explicit
objective for the environment or by considering as yardsticks the best-responses
to the strategies of Adam. Here, we introduce another model where the environ-
ment is modeled as a stochastic process (i.e., Adam is expected to play according
to some known randomized strategy) and we are looking for strategies for Eve
that ensure good expectation against this stochastic process while guarantee-
ing acceptable worst-case performance even if Adam deviates from his expected
behavior.
To define formally this new framework, we need game arenas in which an
expected behavior for Adam is given as a memoryless randomized strategy.7 We
first introduce some notation. Given a set A, let D(A) denote the set of ratio-
nal probability distributions over A, and, for d ∈ D(A), we denote its support
by Supp(d) = {a ∈ A | d(a) > 0} ⊆ A.
7 It should be noted that we can easily consider finite-memory randomized strategies
for Adam, instead of memoryless randomized strategies. This is because we can
always take the synchronized product of a finite-memory randomized strategy with
the game arena to obtain a new game arena in which the finite-memory strategy on
the original game arena is now equivalent to a memoryless strategy.
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Fig. 4. A game arena associated with a memoryless randomized strategy for Adam
can be seen as an MDP: the fractions represent the respective probability to take each
outgoing edge when leaving state 3.
Definition 13. Fix a weighted game arena A = 〈S∃, S∀,E, sinit,w〉. A memory-
less randomized strategy for Adam is a function
σrnd∀ : S∀ → D(S)
such that for all s ∈ S∀, Supp(σrnd∀ (s)) ⊆ {s
′ ∈ S | (s, s′) ∈ E}.
For the rest of this section, we model the expected behavior of Adam with a
strategy σrnd∀ , given as part of the input for the problem we will consider. Given a
weighted game arenaA and a memoryless randomized strategy σrnd
∀
for Adam, we
are left with a model with both non-deterministic choices (for Eve) and stochastic
transitions (due to the randomized strategy of Adam). This is essentially what
is known in the literature as a 1 12 -player game or more commonly, a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), see for example [39,27]. One can talk about plays,
strategies and other notions in MDPs as introduced for games.
Consider the game in Fig. 4. We can see it as a classical two-player game if we
forget about the fractions around state 3. Now assume that we fix the memoryless
randomized strategy σrnd
∀
for Adam to be the one that, from 3, goes to 1 with
probability 910 and to 2 with the remaining probability,
1
10 . This is represented
by the fractions on the corresponding outgoing edges. In the remaining model,
only Eve still has to pick a strategy: it is an MDP. We denote this MDP by
A[σrnd∀ ].
Let us go one step further. Assume now that Eve also picks a strategy σ∃
in this MDP. Now we obtain a fully stochastic process called a Markov Chain
(MC). We denote it by A[σ∃, σrnd∀ ]. In an MC, an event is a measurable set of
plays. It is well-known from the literature [44] that every event has a uniquely
defined probability (Carathe´odory’s extension theorem induces a unique proba-
bility measure on the Borel σ-algebra over plays in the MC). Given E a set of
plays inM = A[σ∃, σrnd∀ ], we denote by PM (E) the probability that a play belongs
to E when M is executed for an infinite number of steps. Given a measurable
value function Val, we denote by EM (Val) the expected value or expectation of
Val over plays in M . In this paper, we focus on the mean-payoff function MP.
We are now finally equipped to formally define the problem under study.
Definition 14 (Beyond Worst-Case Synthesis). Given a weighted game
arena A, a stochastic model of Adam given as a memoryless randomized strategy
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σrnd
∀
, and two rational thresholds λwc, λexp, decide if there exists a strategy σ∃ for
Eve such that {
∀pi ∈ OutcomeAsinit(σ∃) · Val(pi) > λwc
EA[σ∃,σrnd∀ ]
(Val) > λexp
and synthesize such a strategy if one exists.
Intuitively, we are looking for strategies that can simultaneously guarantee
a worst-case performance higher than λwc, i.e., against any behavior of Adam in
the game A, and guarantee an expectation higher than λexp when faced to the
expected behavior of Adam, i.e., when played in the MDP A[σrnd∀ ]. We can of
course assume w.l.o.g. that λwc < λexp, otherwise the problem reduces trivially
to just a worst-case requirement: any lower bound on the worst-case value is also
a lower bound on the expected value.
Example 7. Consider the arena depicted in Fig. 4. As mentioned before, the
probability distribution models the expected behavior of Adam. Assume that we
want now to synthesize a strategy for Eve which ensures that (C1) the mean-
payoff will be at least 13 no matter how Adam behaves (worst-case guarantee),
and (C2) at least
3
2 if Adam plays according to his expected behavior (good
expectation).
First, let us study whether this can be achieved through the two classical
solution concepts used in games and MDPs respectively. We start by considering
the arena as a traditional two-player zero-sum game: in this case, it is known
that an optimal memoryless strategy exists [25]. Let σwc∃ be the strategy of Eve
that always plays 1 → 1 and 2 → 1. That strategy maximizes the worst-case
mean-payoff, as it enforces a mean-payoff of 1 no matter how Adam behaves.
Thus, (C1) is satisfied. Observe that if we consider the arena as an MDP (i.e.,
taking the probabilities into account), this strategy yields an expected value of
1 as the unique possible play from state 1 is to take the self-loop forever. Hence
this strategy does not satisfy (C2).
Now, consider the arena as an MDP. Again, it is known that the expected
value can be maximized by a memoryless strategy [39,27]. Let σexp
∃
be the strat-
egy of Eve that always chooses the following edges: 1→ 2 and 2→ 3. Its expected
mean-payoff can be calculated in two steps: first computing the probability vec-
tor that represents the limiting stationary distribution of the irreducible MC
induced by this strategy, second multiplying it by the vector containing the ex-
pected weights over outgoing edges for each state. In this case, it can be shown
that the expected value is equal to 5429 , hence the strategy does satisfy (C2).
Unfortunately, it is clearly not acceptable for (C1) as, if Adam does not be-
have according to the stochastic model and always chooses to play 3 → 2, the
mean-payoff will be equal to zero.
Hence this shows that the classical solution concepts do not suffice if one
wants to go beyond the worst-case and mix guarantees on the worst-case and
the expected performance of strategies. In contrast, with the framework devel-
oped in [13,12], it is indeed possible for the considered arena (Fig. 4) to build a
strategy for Eve that ensures the worst-case constraint (C1) and at the same time,
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yields an expected value arbitrarily close to the optimal expectation achieved by
strategy σexp
∃
. In particular, one can build a finite-memory strategy that guar-
antees both (C1) and (C2). The general form of such strategies is a combination
of σexp
∃
and σwc
∃
in a well-chosen pattern. Let σ
cmb(K,L)
∃
be a combined strategy
parameterized by two integers K,L ∈ N. The strategy is as follows.
1. Play according to σexp
∃
for K steps.
2. If the mean-payoff over the last K steps is larger than the worst-case thresh-
old λwc (here
1
3 ), then go to phase 1.
3. Otherwise, play according to σwc
∃
for L steps, and then go to phase 1.
Intuitively, the strategy starts by mimicking σexp
∃
for a long time, and the
witnessed mean-payoff over the K steps will be close to the optimal expectation
with high probability. Thus, with high probability it will be higher than λexp,
and therefore higher than λwc —recall that we assumed λwc < λexp. If this is not
the case, then Eve has to switch to σwc∃ for sufficiently many steps L in order to
make sure that the worst-case constraint (C1) is satisfied before switching back
to σexp
∃
.
One of the key results of [13] is to show that for any λwc < µ, where µ
denotes the optimal worst-case value guaranteed by σwc∃ , and for any expected
value threshold λexp < ν, where ν denotes the optimal expected value guaranteed
by σexp
∃
, it is possible to compute values for K and L such that σ
cmb(K,L)
∃
satisfies
the beyond worst-case constraint for thresholds λwc and λexp. For instance, in the
example, where λwc =
1
3 < 1 and λexp =
3
2 <
54
29 , one can compute appropriate
values of the parameters following the technique presented in [13, Theorem 5].
The crux is proving that, for large enough values of K and L, the contribution
to the expectation of the phases when σ
cmb(K,L)
∃
mimics σwc
∃
are negligible, and
thus the expected value yield by σ
cmb(K,L)
∃
tends to the optimal one given by
σexp
∃
, while at the same time the strategy ensures that the worst-case constraint
is met.
In the next theorem, we sum up some of the main results that we have
obtained for the beyond worst-case synthesis problem applied to the mean-payoff
value function.
Theorem 4 ([13,12,22]). The beyond worst-case synthesis problem for the
mean-payoff is in NP ∩ coNP, and at least as hard as deciding the winner
in two-player zero-sum mean-payoff games, both when looking for finite-memory
or infinite-memory strategies of Eve. When restricted to finite-memory strategies,
pseudo-polynomial memory is both sufficient and necessary.
The NP ∩ coNP-membership is good news as it matches the long-standing
complexity barrier for two-player zero-sum mean-payoff games [25,47,11,17]: the
beyond worst-case framework offers additional modeling power for free in terms
of decision complexity. It is also interesting to note that in general, infinite-
memory strategies are more powerful than finite-memory ones in the beyond
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worst-case setting, which is not the case for the classical problems in games and
MDPs.
Looking carefully at the techniques from [13,12], it can be seen that the
main bottleneck in complexity is solving mean-payoff games in order to check
whether the worst-case constraint can be met. Therefore, a natural relaxation of
the problem is to consider the beyond almost-sure threshold problem where the
worst-case constraint is softened by only asking that a threshold is satisfied with
probability one against the stochastic model given as the strategy σrnd∀ of Adam.
In this case, the complexity is reduced.
Theorem 5 ([22]). The beyond almost-sure threshold problem for the mean-
payoff is in PTime and finite-memory strategies are sufficient.
Related Works We originally introduced the beyond worst-case framework in [13]
where we studied both mean-payoff and shortest path objectives. This frame-
work generalizes classical problems for two-player zero-sum games and MDPs. In
mean-payoff games, optimal memoryless strategies exist and deciding the win-
ner lies in NP ∩ coNP while no polynomial algorithm is known [25,47,11,17].
For shortest path games, where we consider game graphs with strictly positive
weights and try to minimize the accumulated cost to target, it can be shown that
memoryless strategies also suffice, and the problem is in PTime [34]. In MDPs,
optimal strategies for the expectation are studied in [39,27] for the mean-payoff
and the shortest path: in both cases, memoryless strategies suffice and they can
be computed in PTime. While we saw that the beyond worst-case synthesis
problem does not cost more than solving games for the mean-payoff, it is not
the case anymore for the shortest path: we jump from PTime to a pseudo-
polynomial-time algorithm. We proved in [13, Theorem 11] that the problem is
inherently harder as it is NP-hard.
The beyond worst-case framework was extended to the multi-dimensional
setting—where edges are fitted with vectors of integer weights— in [22]. The
general case is proved to be coNP-complete.
Our strategies can be considered as strongly risk averse: they avoid at all cost
outcomes that are below a given threshold (no matter what is their probability),
and inside the set of those safe strategies, we maximize the expectation. Other
different notions of risk have been studied for MDPs: in [45], the authors want
to find policies which minimize the probability (risk) that the total discounted
rewards do not exceed a specified value (target); in [28] the authors want poli-
cies that achieve a specified value of the long-run limiting average reward at a
specified probability level (percentile). The latter problem was recently extended
significantly in the framework of percentile queries, which provide elaborate guar-
antees on the performance profile of strategies in multi-dimensional MDPs [41].
While all those strategies limit risk, they only ensure low probability for bad
behaviors but they do not ensure their absence, furthermore, they do not ensure
good expectation either.
Another body of work is the study of strategies in MDPs that achieve a trade-
off between the expectation and the variance over the outcomes (e.g., [6] for the
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mean-payoff, [36] for the cumulative reward), giving a statistical measure of
the stability of the performance. In our setting, we strengthen this requirement
by asking for strict guarantees on individual outcomes, while maintaining an
appropriate expected payoff.
A survey of rich behavioral models extending the classical approaches for
MDPs— including the beyond worst-case framework presented here—was pub-
lished in [42], with a focus on the shortest path problem.
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